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COLLECT THE SERIES

Ghosts and ghouls everywhere will love hunting 
for flying witches, dancing skeletons, pumpkins,

candy, and so much more in this special 
Halloween-themed look and find!

This frightfully fun book features colorful 
illustrations and over 800 objects, 

providing hours of endless fun!
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LOOK & FIND



Find all the pumpkins
with a red bow!

Find the kitten hiding
behind a pumpkin.

Which pumpkins
have candles in them?

Find the pumpkin
wearing pajamas.

Which pumpkin
looks like a musical

instrument?

Find the smallest pumpkin.



Who has the biggest hat?

Find the witch who is
friends with owls.

Oh no! Her shoe is missing. 
Can you fi nd it?

Which fairy has the most 
fl owers in her hair?

Two witches can’t share a hat. 
Help them fi nd another one.

Find two identical
witches.



Find the kid in a 
pumpkin costume.

Find the witch’s
broom.

Find two of the
same costume.

Find fi ve frogs.

Find the one who came
without a costume.

Who is going swimming?



Find the boy in the pirate costume.

Who is wearing 
a fl ower costume?

Who is eating a banana?

Who forgot to 
wear a costume?

Find the knight
and the princess.

Which two kids have
matching costumes?



Find the skeleton with
headphones.

Who has a
magnifying glass?

Who has a bat
on their head?



Which little skeleton
is sleepy?

Which skeleton is running?

Find the dark gray
mouse.



Find the ghost eating
a doughnut.

Point to the smallest
ghost.

Which ghost is wearing
di� erent socks?



Find all the ghosts
with glasses.

Which ghost has an old,
patchwork costume?

Can you fi nd the ghost
who’s scared of a spider?



Which basket has
the most candy?

Find the cupcake
with a witch’s hat.

Find fi ve 
chocolate bars.



Find all the
candy spiders.

Find the cupcake
with bones on it.

Find seven lollipops.



Find a dog
in a ghost costume.

Find a cat in a 
pumpkin costume.

Find all the puppies
in bunny costumes.



Who is a frog?

Who has the
biggest hat?

Find fi ve animals 
in costumes in the form

of food.



Who has the
longest legs?

Who wears
a witch’s hat?

Which spider
wears glasses?



Find a toy mouse.

Find all the chocolate
chip cookies.

Which mouse 
is a pirate?



Find a cat with fl owers 
on their head.

Find all the green 
yarn balls.

Find a cat
wearing wings.



Find the cat 
in a witch’s hat.

Find a girl in a cat costume.

Find this kitten’s 
mother.
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